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1 Introduction
The CCTV sensor was developed to allow embedding speed measurement in video surveillance
systems used to monitor vehicle speeds in commercial environment such as warehouses and
tractor‐trailer yards and for traffic management.
This manual specifically addresses the unique features of the Applied Concepts Speed CCTV Sensor.
This is one of the sensors from the new Speed Senor II family developed by Applied Concepts.
While this document only presents features available in the Speed CCTV Sensor, other documents
are available that provide details on all the common features included in the entire family of sensor
which are also available in this sensor. These additional manuals are:
1) The Speed Sensor II User’s Manual, 011‐0131‐01, which addresses how to power and
connect a sensor to a PC and how to use the Applied Concept’s Dashboard PC Application to
configure a sensor.
2) The Speed Sensor II Technical Manual, 011‐0131‐00, which addresses details needed to
set up custom configurations and to embed the sensor in a user’s environment.
Both of these manuals are provided on the Developers Resource Kit CD.

2 Setting up the CCTV sensor
The Speed CCTV sensor has three input/output ports, a 12 pin connector providing power and
serial control to the sensor, and two video ports. The video ports are standard 75 ohm BNC
connectors. The video ports are labeled on the side of the sensor.

Video output

Video input
Any standard NTSC or PAL video source can be connected to the sensor's video input. The sensor
does not supply power to external cameras.
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When connected and powered the sensor will add a text overlay to the video signal showing speed
and time data. The speed is shown the top left corner of the display as shown below.
Speed Data

3 Configuring the Speed CCTV Sensor
In order to change the settings in the Speed CCTV sensor these three files are needed:




Dashboard.exe, version 2.0.0.7
Configure Speed CCTV sensor 2.0.0.5.cfg
Configure Stationary II Date‐Time.cfg

All of these files can be found on the CD supplied with developers resource kit or down loaded on‐
line from www.stalkerradar.com.
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3.1 Connecting to the Sensor
Connect the Sensor to a PC using an existing com port. If you are using a RS‐485 cable you will need
to use the RS‐485 to RS‐232 convertor (supplied in developers kit).
Launch the Applied Concepts Dashboard application on the PC.
Once the Speed CCTV sensor is connected and Dashboard is running, choose the “Config” tab and
then select “Select New Startup Config File”. Browse for the file “Configure Speed CCTV sensor
2.0.0.5.cfg” (note: revision level could be different) and open it. It is best that this file is kept in a
folder on the computer so that it is always available when you launch the Dashboard program.
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If the right file was selected it will then appear on Dashboard’s title bar as, “Stalker Dashboard
Speed CCTV sensor [Configure Speed CCTV sensor 2.0.0.5.cfg]”.
populates when sensor is
detected

populates
when
sensor is
detected

Next select “Config” again and then select “Edit Firmware Values”. This will read all of the sensor’s
current configuration values into the PC so that they can be viewed and changed.
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As Dashboard reads all of the sensor’s current configuration values into the PC, a pop‐up display
window will appear giving you a visualization of all the data the pc and the sensor are sharing.

3.2 Setting the video mode ‐ NTSC/PAL
To change the video display mode between NTSC and PAL follow these steps.





Find the tab in the configuration window marked “Main”.
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for the “OSD NTSC/PAL” row.
Pick PAL to select PAL mode, NTSC to select NTSC mode.
Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor” This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.
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3.3 Turning ON/OFF the Date Display
To toggle on or off the display of the sensor’s internal date and time source follow these steps.





Find the tab in the configuration window marked “Main”.
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for the “OSD Date/Time” row.
Pick disabled to turn the display off, Enabled to turn the display on.
Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor”. This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.
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3.4 Setting the Speed Units
To change the units used to display speed follow these steps:





Find the tab in the configuration window marked “Main”.
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for the “Units” row.
Pick the units desired.
Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor” This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.

3.5 Setting the Speed Alarm Over and Under Limits
To change the threshold limits used to display speed follow these steps:





Find the tab in the configuration window marked “Target Filtering”.
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for either the Low Speed
Threshold” or the “High Speed Threshold” row.
Pick the value desired.
Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor” This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.
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OSD Speed alarm
3.6 Setting Speed Alarms
display
The CCTV sensor will place an on screen indication when it detects a vehicle outside its alarm
setting. To use this feature both a speed threshold needs to be entered, a under or over conditions
is selected, the Speed Alarm and the OSD On‐
Screen Alarm display functions need to be
enabled.
The Speed Alarm, when enabled, will also close
a switch internal to the sensor and attached to
the 12 pin connector. This switch can be used
to control an external device. See the Speed
Sensor II Technical Manual for more on this
switch. To use the speed alerts follow these
steps. Note that the OSD On Screen Alarm
display will not display if Speed Alarm Enable
is not Enabled.


Find the tab in the configuration
window marked “Speed Alarm”.



Select the drop down box under the
“Proposed Value’ column for the “Speed
Alarm Enable” and select “Enabled’ to
turn the function on, “Disabled” to turn
the function off.



Select the drop down box under the
“Proposed Value’ column for the “Alarm
Speed Threshold” row and select or
enter the minimum speed where the
alarm should be triggered.
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Find the tab in the configuration window marked
“Main”.



Select the drop down box under the “Proposed
Value’ column for the “OSD Alarm Type” row and
select either “Over” or “Under” for the speed where
the alarm should be triggered



Select the drop down box under the “Proposed
Value’ column for the “OSD On Screen Alarm…”
(display) row and select either “Enabled or
Disabled”.



Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of
the window and select “Upload Proposed Values to
Sensor” This step can be delayed until all
configuration changes are complete then do it once
to upload all of the changes made.
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4 Setting Date and Time of the Speed CCTV sensor
The date and time of the sensor can be changed using by following these steps:
Load the configure file needed for modifying the internal sensor clock.







Open Dashboard
Select “Config” from the menu bar.
Select “Select New Startup Config File”
Browse the pc for and select “Configure Stationary II Date‐Time.cfg”. Make sure the title bar
for Dashboard has changed to “Stalker Dashboard [Configure Stationary II Date‐Time.cfg]”
Select “Config” from the menu bard
Select “Edit Firmware Values”

A display window will appear with all of the settings of the Speed CCTV sensor internal date and
clock. Take into consideration that the time that is sent to the sensor only after “Options” then
“upload proposed values to sensor” has been selected. When complete the user sould repeat the
step in 3.1 to reload the normal operating Config file.
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5 Setting up a serial output
To setup a serial output first use the configuration tabs to set what kind of our out is wanted.





Find the tab in the configuration window marked “COM 1” (or the Com Port used on the PC
i.e. COM2 or COM3).
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for the “COM1 Link
Configuration” row.
Select 485 2W Half Duplex or select 485 4W Full Duplex.
Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor” This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.

5.1 Setting the Com Port Baud Rate
To change the Com Port Baud Rate follow these steps.




Find the tab in the configuration window marked “COM 1” (or the Com Port used on the PC
i.e. COM2 or COM3).
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for the “COM1 Baud Rate”
row.
Select the desired Baud Rate.
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Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor” This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.

5.2 Setting the Output Data Format
To change the Output Data Format follow these steps.





Find the tab in the configuration window marked “COM 1” (or the Com Port used on the PC
i.e. COM2 or COM3).
Select the drop down box under the “Proposed Value’ column for the “COM1 Output
Format” row.
Select the desired Format.
Return to the “Options” tab in the top left corner of the window and select “Upload
Proposed Values to Sensor” This step can be delayed until all configuration changes are
complete then do it once to upload all of the changes made.
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6 Com Port Connection Problems
If a Com Port connection problem occurs, please refer to the document “Stalker Speed Sensor II
User’s Manual 011‐0131‐01.pdf” which can be found on the Developers Resource Kit CD.
When trying to connect to a Com Port, Dashboard will display a small window on the main Dashboard
screen, indicating it is trying the different Com Ports, at the various settings available.
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Com Port Auto‐
Detection Attempt

If Dashboard fails to connect to the Sensor/Com Port, then Dashboard will display a message window.

Com Port Auto‐
Detection Failed
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